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OPTION-A

( Indian Poetry, Fiction and Drama I

1. Answer the following questions :

(a) Who wrote the poem, SitcP

Ix7=7

(b) Who is Marco's wife in The Guide?

(c) In which of the prescribed novels do you
find the character Tla?

(d.) In which prescribed play do you find
'chess'used as a symbol?
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(e) What does. Kangadaan translate to in
English?

A In which year was the play, Tughlakfirst
staged?

(g) "I resemble everyone.,, Name the poem.

poem and briefly explain the
2x4=g

(a) And oft at nights the garden overflows
With one sweet song that seems to have

sung darkling from our tree, whiilo 
close,

men repose.

(b) and looked hurt when I could
neither sit nor eat, as a hood
of memorylike a coil on a heath

(c) Otherness is not always neglect_
Cats return to their iitter trays.
When they need to.

(d) His skeleton i

carved from glaciers, his breath arctic
he froze women in his embrace.

2. Identi$r the
following :
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3. Answer any threequestions of the following:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

5x3=11

Explain the nature of poetic experience
articulated in the poem, Slta

Analyze the idea of the self as reflected
in A. K. Ramanujan's Sell Portrait

Show how in Postcard from Kashmir,
Agha Shahid Ali uses Kashmir
metaphori'cally.

Analyze Nath Devlalikar's nature as

presented by Vrjay Tendulkar in
Kangadaan

Comrnent on Girish Karnad's use of folk
theatrical devices in Tughlak.

1Ox3=30

Fr:om a reading of the prescribed poems

of Toru Dutt, 'analyze the distinguishing
features of her poetry.

Do you -think that Eunice de Souza's

style of writing poetry is unique and
innovative? Give a reasoned answer
frorn the evidence of the prescribed
poems.

4. Answer any three questions of the foliowing:

(a)

(b)
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(c) Analyze the nar.rative technique
emPloyed by R. K. Narayan inThe Guide. How is memory used as anarrative tool in the novei?

(d) "Fire on the Mountain contains thenobility of character, tight structure,sense of retrospective inevitability,
ambiguous flow, and recognition of
complicity which Aristotle so a-dmired.,,

(K. J. philtips)
Comment on the novel in the light of the
above statement.

(e) How does Girlsh Karnad employ historyin his plays? Do you thi;k that inTughlak, he uses history as a tool to
dr atnatize contemporary reality?

(n Show how in Kangadaary Vijay
Tendulkar employs the tenre of theatr.to mirror the compiexities of tradition
and modernity in the Indian context.
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OPTION-B
American Fiction, Autobiography and Drama I

SEcTIoN-I

L. Answer the following questions :

(a) Who is the author of Mad ?nst, the
romgrnce that the narrator reads to
Roderick Usher?

(b) What are the last words uttered by
Billy Budd?

(c) What is the name of the narrator's
cousin in ZltkaJa-Sa's My Mother?

(d) What is the pen name used by Harriet
Jacobs?

2. Answer the following questions : 2x2=4

(a) What was the attitude of Dr. Flint
towards the slave girl, as narrated in
A Perilous Passage in the Slaue Girl's
Ltk?

(b) Why was the mother proud of her
daughter (narrator) in My Mother?

3. Write short notes
following :

(a) The house in
Usher

14A-2500/1385
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on any tuo of the
5x2= 10

The Fall of the House of
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(b) The mother,s hatred for pale faces inMg Mother

(c) The white salesman in Long Black Song

4. What, according to poe, are the hallmarks ofa successful short story? Does ?he Fatt ofthe House of (Jsher *.Lt th" author,s ownrequirements? Illustrate your answer fromthe text. 
10

Or
Would you agree with the view thatBiIIg tsudd is an internal psychological talerather than a superficial narrative of seaadventure? Give reasons fo, you. €rnswer.

5. In your opinion, does A periious passage inthe Life of a Slave Girl, gloss over the terribleexperiences that a slave would haveundergone because slave narratirr*" ;;;written with a white readership in mind? Usethe text to illustrate your .rr"*.r. l O

Or
Show how Zitkala_Sa successfully usessimple incidents from the life of a young girlto describe the trauma of the NativeAmerican experience of displacement.

14A-2s00/1385
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SEcTIoN-II

6. Answer the following questions :

(a) Where did Lorraine Hansberry take the
title of A Raisin in tLte Sun from?

(b) Which country does Joseph Asagai
come from?

(c) What is the name of Ephraim Cabot's
new wife?

7, Answer the following questions : 2x2=4

(a) What does Mama's planb symbolize in
A Rai"sin in the Sun?

(b) Why do Simeon and Peter want to go to
California?

8. Write a short note on any one of tJ e
following : 5

(a) Representation of African Heritage in
A RoLisin in the Sun

(b) The land in Desire under the EIms

g. *A Rai.sin in the Snn explores not only the
tension between white and black society but

,also the strain within the black community."
Use the text to illustrate your answer. 10

Or

Discuss the use of symbols in Eugene
OTleill's play, Deslre under the Elms.

1 x3=3
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OPTION-C
( Women's poetry, Journals and Diaries I

SEcTIoN_I

1. Answer the follorving questions :

(a) What are the things compared to which
the speaker in To Mg DLar and Louing
Husband prizes her husband,s love
more?

(b) What does the poet say ,hopeless grief ,

in the poern, Grief?

(c) I{ow should "lruth, dazzlein Dickinson,s
"Tell all the Truth but teT it slant

(d) What did the poet see as it fell in
Orchard?

(e) (A 

- 
sleeps with monsters.,,

Who sleeps with monsters in Adrienne
Rich's Snapshots of a Daughter in Law ?

A The publication of which book is thesubject of the first journal entry of
Frances (Fanny) Burney?

(g) In A Confrontatiory who does Colonel
Hutchinson converse with?

1x7=7
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Answer the following questions : 2x4=8

Who is the Wanderer in Stevie Smith's
poem? What does she habituallY do?

Describe the imagery of housekeeping
in Anne Sexton's Housewife.

How is the appearance of the Eunuchs
described in Karnala Das's The Dance of
the Eunuclts?

How did ttre troop of horsemen (cavalry
troop) abuse the people; including
Colonel Hutchinson, as reported in
Lucy Hutchinson's biography of her
husband?

Critically comment on any three of the
following extracts \ rith reference to the
context : 5x3=15

I am Indian, v€ry brown, born in Malabar,
I speak three languages, write in
TWo, dream in one.

Tell all the truth but tell it slant-
Success in Circuit lies.

Some Women marry houses.
It's another kind of skin; it has a heart,
a mouth, a liver and bowel movements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

3.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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1

Thus wrote,
_1_-*o*.n, partly brave and partl.y good.,
Who fought with what she O*f" 

""a?rstood.Few men about her would or ctuld do more,hence she was labelled h*py, shrew,

4. (a)

5. (a)

(e) If I could break you
I could break a tree
If I could stir
I could break a tree_
I could break you.

and whore.

(b)

How does Anne Sexton look at the life ofa housewife in her poem? How does itconnect to larger issues regarding
women's freedom and agency? 10

Or

Discuss, at iength, the feminist pre_occupations of Adrienne Rich withspecial reference
Daughter in Law. 

to snaPshots of a

Critically comment on the significanceof the autographical voice fo, ifr"woman writer with particular referenceto Kamala Das and her poetry l0
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Or

Examine how Emily Dickinson draws/
explores connections between women
and nature in her poems such as
I dwellin Possibilitg and comment on the
significance of such connections.

Critically comment on the fact that
Lucy Hutchinson, in her Memoirs of the
Life of Colonel Hutchinsory instead of
talking about the certainty of troop
numbers or parlianentary records, ...
looks instead to the emotions that shape
human action'. (Matchinske) Does the
fact that she is a female biographer have
an effect on this?

Or

Analyze the relevance of the journal
format in Frances Burney's portrait
of herseif in her journal, using
relevant examples from the prescribed
entry to illustrate or substantiate your
argument.

6. (a)

10

(b)
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OP'TION_D

{ History of the English Language I
SECTIoN_--I

1. Answer the following questions in onesentence each :

(a) who .;;quered Engtand in 106G? 
7x4=4

(b) When was the Treaty of Wedmore
signed?

(c) In Chauce r,s proloEue to the Canterbury
Tates, it has been calculated that there
are no more than -=- of _- percent ofwords which are of French origin.

(Fill in the blanks)
(d) Which Danish king sat on the throne inEngland From 1017 AD to 1035 AD?

2. Answer/Write on the following in brief : 2x4=g
(a) "An Englishman cannot thrive or be illor die without Scandinavian words_they

are to the language what breads and
eggs are to the daily life." Who said this
statement and in what context?

(b) Name two differences between American
English and British English.

(c) French loan words in English
(d) Generalization of meaning

14A-25OOI1335
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3. Write short notes on any
foilowing :

(a) Hybridity
(b) Portmanteau words

(c) Americanism
(d) Slang and dialect

two of the
5x2= 10

4. Answer the following questions : IOx2=2O

(o) Write an essay on the circumstances
which Led to the subjugation of English
after the Norman conquest.

Or

Give an account of the characteristics of
the English language during the Middle
English period.

Or

Give an account of the Scandinavian
elements in Old English period.

(b) What is American English? In what
respect does it differ from British
English?

Or
o'ln spelling, vocabuiary or lexis, in
pronunciation, and in the sYntax of
colloquial speech and slang, divergence
persists." Justifu the statement mad'e by
Simeon Potter with reference to British
English and American English.
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SEcTIoN-II
5. Answer the following questions insentence each :

(a) 
Y,l:1':ff Dr. Johnson,s Dictionarypublished?

(b) According to Mrs. Clark,s Coneordance,. how 6any word.s were d.rawn rntoEnglish language from Shakespeare,s
vocabulary?

(c) "shakespeare,s vocabulary wdd not thesarne in all periods of hislife.,, Whetherthe statement is true or falsep

6. Write a short note on any one of thefollowing :

(a) Johnson's Dictionary
(b) The Oxford. Engli.sh Dictionary
(c) Johnsonese
(d) Malapropism

7. Answer arry one of the foilowing :

(a) Write a note on some of thecharacteristics of Sh.k."p.*",*language and his innuence on theEnglish language.
(b) Discuss the contribution of Dr. Johnsonto the study of the English tanguage.--
(c) Give an account of the contributions

made by either pope or Wordsworth tothe making of Engiish.

one
1x3
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OFrTION-E

{ African Literature in English I

X.. Answer the following questions :

Name the author of No Longer atEase.

The t5rpescript of which novel in
progress did Ngugi Wa Thiong'O wish
to show Chinua Achebe in a historic
meeting of African writers in 1962?

Who is 'Big Mother'to Buchi Emecheta?

Of what nationality is Ngugi Wa
Thiong'O?

In the Nigerian context, what is an
'Eke Day'?

Which African writer uses the term
'how-for-do' reader?

(g) Who is-the author of The Bride Price?

2. Answer the following questions briefly : 2x4=8

Elaborate Chinua Achebe's analogr to
the English p.op song 1 Ain't Gonna
Wash for a Week' in his essay, The
Nouelist as Teacher.

What aspect of Buchi Emecheta's
cultural heritage motivated her to be a
storyteller?

Ix7=7

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(n

(a)

(b)



(c)

(d)

(16)

Why does Ngugi Wa Thiong,O feel that,in the African context, ,Language was
the means of the spiritual suU.iugationt

What is the meaning of the term Abiku,
in Wole Soyinka,s poem by the same
name?

3. Answer any threequestions of the following:

. 5x3=15
(a) What role does Chinua Achebe perceive

for the creative writer in Africa in his
essay, The Nouelist as Teacher?

(b) In Feminism with a smallJ why does
Buchi Emecheta feel \rriting is a very
lonely profession,?

(c) Show how Ngugi Wa Thiong,O stresses
the importance, in his formative years,
of the use of his native language in the
stories of his childhood, in giving him
an experience that was unique to his
culture.

(d) What is the dominating idea in Lenrie
Peters' poem, I am Tatking to you Mg
Srsfer?

(e) "In many cases polygamy can be
liberating to the *o**, rather than
inhibiting.,, (Emecheta) Briefly elaborate.
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4, Answer any three questions of the following:
10x3=30

(a) In his The Nouelist as Teacher, how does
Chinua Achebe describe the African
heritage and why does he emphasize the
need to be proud of it?

(b) What does Emecheta mean when she
says she is 'a feminist with a small f'?
How does she, in describing the
condition of women in her traditional
society, emphasize that unlike Western
feminism, African feminism is much
more pragmatic?

(c) In The Language of African Literature,
show how Ngugi Wa Thiong'O analyzes
language as being both a means of
communication and a carrier of culture.

(d) Do you think Niyi Osundare's poem, Our
Earth Will Not Die is elegiac in tone?
Show how the poet personifies the Earth
in the poem.

(e) Estimate Wole Soyinka as a poet from
the evidence of the prescribed poem.

A Comment on the nature of poetic
experience articulated in Naana
Banyiwa Horne's poem, Nana Bosompo.
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'SBcloN-II
Answer aay three guestiorrs of the foilowing : Sx3=15

3. Why were epics dfficult to make or prod.uce
desPite their initial popularity?

4. Discuss how artldance takes the centre
stage in the f:.Jm, Dance like a. Man
Substantiate your answer with reference to a
few scenes from the film.

5. Consider the qualities of an epic hero with
reference to Ben-Hur.

6. "shakespeare's films should include
Shakespeare's language." Comment with
reference to Omkara-

7. Criticaliy aurralyze the d.iscussions on
marriage in Pride on Prejudice with reference
to the camera movements in these scenes.

SEcTIoN-III

8. "Every epoch sees in images the epoch
which is to succeed. it." (Walter Benjamin)
Show how, in the light of the above statement,
Dickens' vivid descriptive narrative anti-
cipates cinematic images which would only
come after his death. 10

Or
Discuss how Rooks as a filmmaker adapts
Dattani,s play in her 2O04 film.( Contirzuse 

) t4A-2500l1385 ( Turn Ouer )
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9. Do you think Keira Knightley,s radiance and
stunning beauty on screen overshadows the
witty Elizabeth of the 1813 novel? 10

Or
Would you agree that the act of closing
of doors and windows in Cat on a. Hot
Tin Roof signifies the conflict within/among
individuals?

10. How important is the issue of fidelity to the
source text in judging a film adaptation?
AnaJyze. 10

Or
Discuss how Vishal Bharadwaj appropriates
the setting of Omkara by rew-orking the l
concerns of the play from issues of race to I

that of class.

***
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